CUBES INDESIGN X LAMITAK

MOONLIGHT
ON THE LAKE
Installation by Peter Tay Studio

LAMITAK HAS EMBARKED ON A SERIES OF JOURNEYS
AROUND THE WORLD WITH A SELECT GROUP OF
SINGAPORE’S LEADING DESIGNERS. THIS COLLABORATIVE
SERIES EXPLORES THEIR MOST INSPIRING TRAVEL
EXPERIENCES VIA CREATIVE INSTALLATIONS FEATURING
LAMITAK’S EVOCATIVE STYLES.

“Of all my travels, one of my most vivid experiences was at Sun Moon
Lake in Taiwan during my honeymoon. We stayed at The Lalu by Kerry
Hill, and had a suite facing the lake. When night fell, the moon – with its
image reflected on the surface of the lake – illuminated the surroundings
with a soft, silvery glow. That evening, it was just the moon and the two
of us, surrounded by water and stillness. It was a profound and magical
experience, and least to say – a romantic one.
“We often forget about the joy that the simplicity and beauty of a
moonlit night can bring. A moonlit night provides a quiet and reflective
space – a time for us to indulge and reconnect. This installation comprises
Lamitak’s reflective ink-black laminate on the horizontal surface and a
weathered dark grey stone-effect laminate by on the walls. Illuminated by
a ring of light, a watery shimmer and the subtle glints of stone emerge. It
captures the experience and emotion of a special moonlit space of solitude
and reflection.”
– Peter Tay

On the vertical surfaces:
1 Lamitak Vito Marmo Flavio
DXP 1336K
On the horizontal surface:
2 Lamitak High Gloss Black
SHG 1066

Featured furniture and lighting:
Sorry Giotto 6/12 suspension lamp
designed by Enzo Catellani, manufactured
by Catellani and Smith, supplied by Xtra;
10-Unit System bench designed by
Shigeru Ban, manufactured by Artek,
supplied by Xtra
Creative shoot directed by Betty Wong
Photograph of installation by Justin Loh
Photograph of Peter Tay by John Heng

*Lamitak does not recommend the
application of laminates on floors. The
installation depicted here was produced
as a creative exercise only
*Colour may vary from actual product
www.lamitak.com
www.facebook.com/Lamitak.Studio
Instagram: @Lamitak
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